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Competitive cost. Reliable, sustainable supply.

          Alcoa’s name is synonymous with innovation. Our roots date to the discovery of aluminum more than 135 years ago, and today we’re reinventing the aluminum industry for a more sustainable future.

          In addition to proprietary alloys and value-add products, we offer commodity grade aluminum and low-carbon aluminum via our Sustana™ product line.

          	EcoLum™: low-carbon aluminum with less than 4.0 CO2e emissions (scope 1 and 2) from bauxite, alumina, smelting, casting.
	EcoDura™: aluminum with 50% minimum recycled content.


          LEARN MORE ABOUT SUSTANA
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              The low-carbon, zero-carbon advantage

              We continue to take pride in our efficiency and quality. Our global Aluminum Center of Excellence, located in Canada, delivers breakthrough technologies and automation for our industry. And through our ELYSIS joint venture, we are working to transform the industry with a process that eliminates all greenhouse gas emissions from the traditional aluminum smelting process.

              LEARN MORE
            




              Cast Products

              Our global casthouse network produces high-quality castings, including value-add products in various shapes and alloys for customers worldwide.

              LEARN MORE
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                                Enduring Aluminum Artwork Gets a Refresh in Colorado

                                The iron has rusted and the paint faded, but the underlying aluminum artwork of “Kaleidoscreen,” an outdoor sculpture in Aspen, Colorado, endured. The artwork, commissioned by the former Alcoa Inc. in 1957, got a refurbishment recently that brought one of famed artist Herbert Bayer’s pieces back to life.

                                Read More
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                                What’s in Your Wallet? Quite Possibly Aluminum

                                The European Union takes the security of its paper currency seriously. Alcoa is providing aluminum strips as part of counterfeiting protections built into euro notes.

                                Read More
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                                ELYSIS metal behind Ball Corporation’s shining debut at Davos

                                Aluminum made from Alcoa’s innovative ELYSIS process featured prominently in Ball Corp.’s low-carbon aluminum cup, which made its shining debut in January at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland.

                                Read More
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